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 Cosmederma Remedies is a prolific company specialized in Dermatology and cosmetology. The Company
is best known for its excellent range of products which are exclusively researched and manufactured for
unmet needs of patients. Being one of the top Derma PCD Companies in India, Cosmederma Remedies is
excellently expanding its presence by providing its franchising opportunity at PAN India level. Our Derma
product range covers Acne, Eczema, Contact Dermatitis, insect bite, Fungal infection, Sun Burn, Hair loss,
Vitilogy, Melasma, Psoriasis etc. Our product meets the quality standards and serves patients with an aim
to enhance the skin quality and provide cure from skin and hair related issues.

Our capability to carry out large scale production also makes us one of the leading third-party derma
product manufactures in India along with the marketing company. We have a team of high professionals in
our all departments like research and development, manufacturing, quality assurance, packaging,
marketing, and others. This keeps the flow of quality work on the track, that's how we meet the
expectations of our clients and patients.

Under the able leadership of our mentor, Mr. Rahul Marwaha (CEO), we have been able to carve a strong
foothold in the domestic market. Owing to his strong business insight and rich industry experience, we have
been able to provide the utmost level of contentment to our clients.

 

We make sure that the products that we supply are affordable so that more and more people could use
them. The company believes in its role of changing the outlook of dermatology and cosmetology industry by
introducing groundbreaking products in the market over the years. We value the trust and faith our
customers who have always choose our products and thus, go extra miles to meet up their expectation
through our efficient derma product range.

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/cosmederma-remedies-chandigarh-356404
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